Simulating the life course of psoriasis patients: The interplay between therapy intervention and marital status
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Abstract

Background: psoriasis, a chronic relapsing inflammatory disease affecting primarily the skin, shows multiple comorbidities including depression, cardiovascular diseases and other relevant conditions. Psoriasis patients experience social isolation, job loss, financial difficulties, and partnership problems. Inversely, psychosocial impairments may negatively influence the disease course.

Objective: To explore the feasibility of a model describing the interaction of psychosocial and clinical factors over the life course of patients.

Methods: we considered only seven states for members of a hypothetical population: single and healthy, single and having a psoriasis flare, single and “cured”, coupled and healthy, coupled and having a psoriasis flare, coupled and “cured”, and dead. Transition probabilities between states were taken from the Norwegian Population Register for the healthy population and from epidemiological research articles. Clinical experience allowed adjustments on the assumed parameters.

Results: Our macro-model, which simulates the effect of therapy intervention on patients’ partnership status, yields a description of the transitions between the seven states. Treatment efficacy shows only a negligible effect on the chances of living with a partner.

Conclusions: Mathematical modelling of interactions between social and health variables is in principle feasible. However complex models, comprising more variables (for instance: employment status, depression level, obesity etc.) are needed for more realistic simulations for the interactions studied. Since increasing the number of variables leads to an exponential increase of the model’s state space, switching to micro-modelling (representing each individual separately) may be necessary.
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Key message: A computer simulation explores the interaction between a social and a health variable for psoriasis.
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Introduction

Psoriasis presents as the ideal candidate for the so-called Life Course Approach [1]: the interplay of the various comorbidities and different forms of psychosocial impairment presenting with this disease [2-7] are likely to inflict a permanent “damage” to the life course – cumulative life course impairment (CLCI) [7]: patients are in danger of living a life “not up to their full potential”.

Gaining insight into the interactions between psychosocial and biological variables of a chronic disease represents a challenge. For psoriasis, validated life course questionnaires [10], which might deliver useful data, have not been developed to date. Moreover, since relevant information of this kind can only be collected retrospectively, all questionnaire-based results are likely to suffer from recall bias. A model-based approach, i.e. a mathematical model simulating the life courses of patients over an extended period of time, may provide an innovative way to meet the above challenge. Indeed, in spite of the plethora of publications dedicated to psoriasis and its biopsychosocial comorbidities, mostly based on cross-sectional studies, no mathematical models have been set up so far that simulate the consequences of the various comorbidities over the life course of the patient, the interactions of these comorbidities, and the possible benefits of early therapeutic interventions.

Once constructed, models of life course trajectories as influenced by psoriasis and its accompanying physical, psychological and social ailments will serve several purposes, such as:

- simulate the effects of treatment on the life trajectory of individuals to ascertain how these effects depend on the time of intervention, duration of intervention etc.

- allow estimation of “cumulative exposure times” in damaging states, a promising feature, since it is reasonable to assume that exposure to “wear and tear” over time (so called “allostatic load”) is likely to cause permanent damage to the organism; for example, a patient with severe psoriasis has a higher risk than the average healthy person for arterial hypertension; the longer the patient is exposed to the state “high arterial pressure”, the higher the risk for cardiovascular events.

Modelling and simulation of life trajectories [11] can happen on a macro, micro or micro-macro level. Macro-models simulate the life course of a group of individuals. Micro-models take the individual person as the unit of analysis, and include interactions between individuals, for instance in the case of marriage. In combined micro-macro models one simulates individual life courses as in pure micro-models, but one also takes account of variables at the macro level, such, for instance, as the number of available marriage partners. Compared to a micro-model, a macro-model produces less detailed results, as it simulates the life course of a group of persons only, thereby losing individual detail.

The aim of the current study is to simulate in a macro-model the life course of a cohort of persons aged 10-14, who are subject to odds of acquiring psoriasis, experiencing relapses of the illness, entering marriage/cohabiting partnership, and marriage/partnership dissolution.

---

1 A first important insight into the mechanism prompting psoriasis patients to suffer this “damage of their life trajectories” is given in [8], where a mathematical model of the Matthew Effect in Life Course Analysis is discussed. The term “Matthew Effect”, which describes the fact that ” intra-cohort inequality is magnified over a life course because people accumulate different amounts of advantages and disadvantages over time” is derived from the Gospel of Matthew, in which Jesus says, “For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath.” (Matthew 25:29) [9].
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In particular, by making use of assumptions – based on clinical experience and on the data available in literature –

(a) on the effect exerted by living with or without a partner on the effectiveness of treatment
and
(b) on the effect exerted by being affected by manifest psoriasis on the chances of finding a partner (respectively becoming separated from a partner).

we aim, by running the model, to make, for patients, predictions on

c) the total time over a life course when the disease is in remission
and

d) the total time spent in a relationship over a life course.

By varying the assumption on the effectiveness of treatment to prevent relapses, such a model will therefore allow to predict how the life course changes as a result of treatments with different effectiveness. In our simplified model, we can aim to assess how a “better” treatment can lead to a “different” life (i.e. more lifetime spent with a partner.)

Note that the model does not provide directly clinical information: it provides information on the effect of both the disease and of its treatment on the life course of patients².

Model

At any age x, a person can be in one of two marital/cohabitational states: living in a couple – that is, either with a marriage partner or a cohabitee - (COUPLED), or living without a partner (SINGLE). In addition, we distinguish between three states for the disease: belonging to the source population - in other words, being healthy - (HEALTHY), with psoriasis (PSO), and “cured”- that is having had psoriasis but under remission - (CURED). Under CURED we do not, for the purpose of this study, indicate only patients who are completely cleared of their psoriasis, but rather also patients with – at most - mild psoriasis. As usual, mild disease is defined as body surface area (BSA) ≤ 10 and psoriasis area and severity index (PASI) ≤ 10 and dermatology life quality index (DLQI) ≤ 10 and moderate to severe psoriasis as (BSA > 10 or PASI > 10) and DLQI > 10.

By combining the three disease states and the two marital states we define the state space of the model, which consists of the following six states:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHY - SINGLE</td>
<td>not (yet) affected by psoriasis, single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSO - SINGLE</td>
<td>with active psoriasis, single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURED - SINGLE</td>
<td>affected by psoriasis, now in remission, single</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Still, sensitivity analysis (SA) [12] may, in a second step, allow drawing conclusions on the chosen parameters. In SA one investigates how different values of an independent variable impact a particular dependent variable under a given set of assumptions; in our case, SA may allow for instance to draw conclusions on the degree of effectiveness of the treatment: assume that running the model under a certain assumption of degree of effectiveness E of the treatment may lead to a certain R rate of cured patients resulting in a prevalence of patients with active disease that turns out to be higher than the epidemiologically assessed prevalence, say R’, < R. Then this would allow us to conclude that the “real” effectiveness of the treatment is actually, say E’, < E.
Healthy – Coupled not (yet) affected by psoriasis, coupled
PsO - Coupled with active psoriasis, coupled
Cured – Coupled affected by psoriasis, now in remission, coupled.

We add the state of DEAD for completeness. Thus the state space consists of seven states.

We denote by HEASIN$_x$ the number of individuals in the population who are healthy and single at age $x$, and similarly for the other five combined states.

Let us define a column vector $V^x$ to describe the population at age $x$, broken down by disease status and marital status, i.e. the first component of the vector will indicate the number of individuals in the age group $x$ who are healthy and single (HEASIN), the second component will indicate those who are in state PSOSIN, etc.: the $j_{th}$ component of the vector shall indicate the amount of individuals $v_j$ which find themselves at age $x$ in the state $j$. Let us further define a $7 \times 7$ square matrix $P^x$ containing the transition probabilities that depend on age. These probabilities are a function of rates for change of disease status, marital status and for mortality.

We assume that the life course dynamics of disease and marital status - transitions between the states, which happen between age $x$ and age $x+1$ - can be described$^3$ by means of the following equation$^4$:

$$V^{x+1} = P^x \cdot V^x.$$  

The unit age interval $(x, x + 1)$ is set to 5 years, with age groups equal to 10-14, 15-19, 20-24, ..., 75-79, 80-84, 85+. Life courses of men and women are modelled separately.

Not all transitions between the seven states are allowed. Although people can move freely from being single to living with a partner and back, transitions between disease states are restricted: a person who has acquired the disease cannot, for instance, move back to the states HEASIN or HEACP. Figure 1 gives the permitted transitions. Changes from one state to another one take place in infinitely short time intervals. Changes in partnership status, for instance from HEACP to PSOSIN simultaneously with a change in disease status are therefore logically impossible, because two such events cannot take place exactly at the same time. Such changes therefore are not included in the model, which reflects immediate status changes, as mentioned above. But a person may be in state HEACP at a certain age, and find himself in state PSOSIN five years later. This would require two events, for instance from HEACP to HEASIN, and next from HEASIN to PSOSIN.

Loops in the graph symbolize no change of status between $x$ and $x+1$. Each allowed transition of individuals aged $x$ from one status $i$ to another status $j$, shown with an arrow between $i$ and $j$, happens with a certain rate $r_{ij}(x)$. The rate expresses the expected number of moves from state $i$ to state $j$ per person year of exposure in state $i$.

$^3$ By multiplying the matrix $P^x$ with the vector $V^x$, one obtains for each status $j$ at age $x+1$ the size of the population in state $j$: this size is namely calculated as the sum (over all states $k$) of the transition rates $p_{kj}$ (which describe the probability of moving from state $k$ to state $j$) multiplied with the number of individuals $v_k$ which are in state $k$:

$$v_j \text{(at age } x+1 \text{)} = p_{j1} v_1 + p_{j2} v_2 + p_{j3} v_3 + p_{j4} v_4 + p_{j5} v_5 + p_{j6} v_6 + p_{j7} v_7.$$  

$^4$ Assuming that this equation describes the dynamics implies that for each transition, the transition is dependent only on the immediately previous state, not on earlier ones. This assumption is, of course, already a major simplification, since it implies that the state of health does not depend on the “whole preceding time past”. This neglects in particular the increasingly acknowledged importance of “accumulated burden of disease” (allostatic load) and demonstrates that more sophisticated models are needed.
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The population is also assumed to be exposed to mortality (not represented graphically), with death rates that differ by state and by age. Note that the group of states \{PSOSIN, CURSIN, PSOCPL, CURCPL\} is absorbing, i.e. individuals can escape this group - as a whole - of four states only through death.

To simplify the model, we have assumed that all patients with moderate to severe psoriasis are immediately treated once they present with active disease. To reflect the reality that as a matter of fact about half of patients with active moderate to severe disease are either not treated at all or not adequately treated, we have set the relapse rate higher than it can be assumed with adequate treatment (data on file). Alternatively, we would have had to define additional states.

The simulations were carried out by means of the program LIPRO (“Lifestyle projections”) version 4.0. LIPRO is freely available [13,14]. It is based on the methodology of multi-state demography, with great flexibility to model transitions between any (reasonable) number of states. The program includes two options: it can project the life courses of a complete population (i.e. individuals of all ages) simultaneously, or it can simulate the life course of one specific age group. We used the latter option. That means that we study the life course of a hypothetical group of persons aged 10-14 years, all starting in state HEASIN. Five years later, when they are aged 15-19 years, most of them (97.2 percent) are still healthy and single\(^5\). Two percent are healthy but live with a partner (HEACP\(_L\)), while the remaining 0.8 percent are divided equally (0.2 percent each) over the remaining four states PSOSIN, CURSIN, PSOCPL, and CURCPL. Then, as they age, the distribution of this cohort over the states changes continuously. At the same time mortality reduces the size of the cohort.

Data and assumptions

Data

The data on mortality and marital status changes in the general population come from the Norwegian Population Registry, as used in an earlier study [16]. They reflect the situation around the year 2000. One feature that we included in the model is the well-known fact that persons who live with a partner have lower mortality than those who live alone [17]. Transition rates between disease states, i.e. into and within the group PSOSIN, CURSIN, PSOCPL and CURCPL, are based on epidemiological data [18 -21] and on the clinical experience of two of the authors (DL, SP).

Both partnership status and disease status have an effect on the longevity of the population. Compared to non-patients, mortality of patients in remission is almost the same, but it is much larger for patients with severe psoriasis [22]. We have assumed that death rates are five percent and fifty percent higher for these two patient groups, respectively, compared to the death rates of non-patients. For a mortality age pattern such as that in Norway in current times, a fifty percent higher death rate at each age implies a life expectancy which is approximately four years lower than the life expectancy of the reference group\(^6\).

A decrease in life expectancy by only four years resulting from 50 percent higher mortality at each age may seem very little, but the intuitive explanation is that in many age groups (up to age 60, approximately) mortality is so low that any change in the death rate changes the life expectancy by a very little amount only. In developing countries, or in Norway in the past centuries, mortality at young

\(^5\) We disregard, in this model, the comparatively small numbers of children with psoriasis in the age group 10-14 [15].

\(^6\) This result is based on [23], pp. 82-84, assuming that the current age pattern of mortality in Norway is characterized by an H-value of 0.1.
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ages is (was) much more important, which leads to a much stronger impact on life expectancy when death rates are increased by fifty percent.

Assumptions:
(The assumptions are crucial, as they attempt to implement in the model the interaction between a social and a biological state.)

1. Assumption: psoriasis makes union formation harder and union dissolution more frequent [24]
2. Assumption: Coupled individuals respond better to treatment (better adherence because of partners’ encouragement) [25].

We have assumed that union formation rates for men and women who are affected by psoriasis but currently successfully treated (CUR) are the same as those in the “healthy” source population (HEA). For those who have a moderate to severe active disease (PSO) we have reduced the rates by one-third up to age 55. Rates for the dissolution of a union (either due to divorce, separation, or the death of the partner) are assumed 50 percent larger for those who have a moderate to severe disease, compared to the source population. In addition, we speculated even successfully treated patients to have union dissolution rates that are one third higher than the average healthy population. (To the best of our knowledge no epidemiological data are available on this respect).

Figures 2 and 3 give the age patterns of several transition rates for the source population consisting of healthy men and women, the population with psoriasis, and the persons who were previously affected. The Y-axis of Figure 3 represents a proportional scale, which means that it reflects relative differences, not absolute ones. All data represented in Fig. 2 and 3 are just input data.

Note that union dissolution for CUR has been assumed higher than union dissolution for HEA, whereas union formation for CUR is almost equal to union dissolution for to HEA. We speculated that having experienced an active disease may have but a heavy burden on a couple and hence be conducive to separation, and that successfully treated patients may lead a “normal” life and hence have similar chances of undergoing a partnership than healthy individuals.

Results
The program computed the life courses of hypothetical cohorts of 100 000 girls and 100 000 boys originally aged 10-14, as they pass through the various states of the model. In our model, a woman has a life time chance of becoming affected equal to 2.2 percent (men = 2.1 percent). Women develop psoriasis at an average age of 48.7 years (men = 46.8 years). A woman, who at some time in her life becomes affected, lives on average 30.6 years with the disease. For men, the figure is 27.8 years. Women who are affected have a chance equal to 55.2 percent (men = 52.0 percent) to be in remission sooner or later.

Since the chances of acquiring psoriasis are low, we only show graphs - see Figure 4 - for the life courses of those of the 100 000 boys and girls who have become affected at some point during their life time. Between one-half and two-thirds of the middle-aged in remission live with a partner – at higher ages, union dissolution and death of the partner causes them to live as single. For instance, in the age groups 25-29 and 50-54, 66.2 percent and 65.8 percent of the women in remission have a
partner, respectively. However by age 75-79 the share has dropped to 26.1 percent. For men, the shares for these three age groups are 51.7, 64.8, and 37.7 percent, respectively. It is noteworthy to mention that – see again Fig. 4 - with the chosen parameters around 3% of the individuals appear ever affected in the course of their life and that out of these about one half presents with active disease. These percentages appear in line with current clinical experience.

[Insert Fig 4 a and b]

We have then simulated the effect of therapy intervention on the marital status of the patients by means of sensitivity analysis, which is merely a technical tool where “arbitrary” changes are made on parameters to assess the effect of the model. In one model run, we assumed that the chances to be cured would be twice as high as those in the previous analysis (which we will call “benchmark analysis”). In other words, the rate for the transition from PSOSIN to CURSIN (Figure 2) was twice the corresponding value in the benchmark simulations, for both men and women in each age group, and similarly for the transition rate from PSOCPL to CURCPL.

We label this analysis as “+100%”. In a second sensitivity analysis we assumed that the transition rates from PSO to CUR would be 50 percent higher, compared to those of the benchmark analysis (“+50%”), while a third analysis reflects the assumption of rates that are 50 percent lower (“-50%”). To check the effects of stronger or weaker success in therapy intervention, we focus on persons who were ever affected, and their chances to live with a partner. The results are reported in Table 1.

The results show that – at least in our simplified model - the impact of improved therapy on the chances for living with a partner, rather than living as single, is extremely limited. Compared to the Benchmark results, the probabilities in Table 1 change by less than two percentage points, often much less. In many cases, improved therapy seems to lead to slightly lower chances to live with a partner. This is likely a composition effect. Since the sensitivity is so low, we have not explored this issue further.

Any effects of improved therapy on the chances for living with a partner are indirect effects. We have assumed that patients who live with a partner have higher rates of “getting cured” compared with those who live without a partner; see Figure 3. The direct effects are much stronger: in a trial calculation (results not shown here) we found that increasing the union dissolution rates for patients who live in a couple quickly results in much lower shares who live with a partner, both at ages 25-29, 50-54, and 75-79, for men and women alike.

Conclusion and Discussion

The present study represents a first attempt to show, as a matter of principle, the feasibility of applying mathematical modelling in life course to a chronic disease exerting a heavy biopsychosocial impact. There are many limitations to this study: structural limitations of the macro-model do not allow implementing into the model what is presumably a salient aspect of the way the many psychosocial impairments and the multiple comorbidities linked to this diseases end up by substantially “damaging” the patients’ life courses: all comorbidities and social disadvantages interact by mutually enhancing each other, so that the effect of the whole group of accompanying conditions is likely to be much more than the sum of the single elements. A further important limitation is that the estimates of transition probabilities are essentially based on clinical experience of the authors only - respectively on the outcome of mostly small surveys; in this sense it is reassuring to see that the obtained percentages of affected individuals at all ages are also in line with clinical experience.
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The present study demonstrates, in principle, the feasibility of an approach based on mathematical models of life course to obtain information on the interaction between a psychosocial and a biological variable, but that macro models may reflect only a part of a complex reality. More sophisticated techniques and different software is needed to represent more realistic situations and to find applications in clinical reality: micro-simulation models, i.e. models describing the life trajectories of single individuals (as well as combined micro-macro models) may turn out to be the proper instruments for future research in this field.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>-50%</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>+50%</th>
<th>+100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-79</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-29</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-54</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-79</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>32.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Union formation and dissolution rates, women

Union formation and dissolution rates, men
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